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Executive summary

Executive summary
Europe plays a significant role for the
future of TV advertising, containing seven
out of the top twenty advertising markets
in the world1. Differences between market
structures and media consumption trends
point to diverse paths of development
towards programmatic TV in the region.
This report examines the growth
opportunities from automation and ad
technology for European TV advertising
over the next decade. The analysis covers
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Turkey and the UK.
Currently, TV advertising revenues are
still predominantly generated by spot
commercials on broadcast linear channels.
Compared with the US, national airtime sales
throughout Europe are highly consolidated
into just two or three main groups by
country. Although the trading mechanisms
vary, there is broad reliance on Gross Rating
Points (GRPs) as the currency, based on
peoplemeter panel measurement.
This traditional broadcast model is under increasing
strain as viewing, especially among younger age groups,
moves online to screens other than the television.
So far, the TV audience measurement peoplemeter
systems across Europe are by and large unable to
measure online on-demand audiences to the TV set
apart from linear catch-up and are missing out on
robust measurement of viewing to other screens. At the
same time, return path data from Smart TVs, set-top
boxes and other connected devices is opening up major
opportunities to target audiences and gain efficiencies
using programmatic models and ad technology.

Awareness of programmatic models is growing among
both TV buyers and broadcasters. While not always
agreeing on definitions of programmatic, both groups
were in agreement on three main areas of value for
programmatic TV:
More highly targeted audience buying: New ways
to target and measure TV audiences by tapping
the potential of census-level return path data
Automated inventory management tools:
Improving the booking and management of
campaigns, and matching advertiser needs with
relevant TV inventory
Automated transaction models and yield
optimisation: New opportunities opened
by census data, with the TV sellers stressing
that programmatic models have to be fully
compatible with the current system of price
and inventory guarantees
The above advantages raise basic questions about the
future role of ad-funded TV and how it relates to other
media. Broadcast television has always been about brand
advertising, while programmatic was first developed for
direct response advertising measured by clicks, downloads
or purchases. But the boundary between the two is
blurring, and programmatic models have evolved to serve
branding goals as well as direct response.
Several TV advertisers and brands told us that this is
increasingly reflected in how media buys are planned
and measured. TV advertising on connected devices is
easier to synchronise with online advertising campaigns,
and opens new possibilities in combining audience and
performance measures for the purposes of estimating
return on investment.
To support this, several media agencies have changed
their organisational structures to combine their TV
and online video teams, with increasing emphasis on
the idea of “the consumer decision journey”: using the
funnel metaphor to analyse the interactions of a brand
with consumers from the initial brand “awareness”
stage to the final stages of “sales”. To achieve this,
data aggregation from several platforms is necessary,
but this is contingent on upcoming EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR).
1

Source: Zenith Optimedia Advertising Expenditure Forecasts,
Dec 2015
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In the European markets, programmatic TV models and
ad technology are currently being deployed for three
types of media inventory:
Linear broadcast TV: Improvements from ad
technology are important as linear accounts
for over 95% of total revenue. Benefits include
efficiencies from shared planning and booking
systems, and the incorporation of new audience
segmentation options.
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Addressable TV: Pioneered in Europe by Sky
AdSmart on their pay-TV set-top boxes. Separately,
broadcaster-led addressable TV advertising is
developing on Smart TVs, based on the HbbTV
standard. Addressable TV is making TV relevant
to new advertisers, whether regional, niche and/
or smaller enterprises, presenting new revenue
opportunities for broadcasters.
Broadcaster OTT: In the more advanced
video markets, online airtime is being traded
programmatically with both guaranteed and
auction-based programmatic models. In the less
advanced markets, online is still largely bundled
with broadcast inventory, aimed at extending
audience reach and ad frequency. There is
considerable untapped potential for programmatic
trading practices within these markets.

•

 rogrammatic TV is at an early stage, but has
P
shown clear potential: The roll-out of programmatic
models and ad technology for European TV advertising
is still in early stages, even in advanced digital markets.
However, the first implementations show clear market
potential, and have already prompted advertisers to
see TV in new ways, beyond its core strengths as a mass
brand advertising medium.

•

 rogrammatic practices can add value to TV’s
P
advertising proposition across Europe: A critical
role for programmatic will be to build on TV’s
unique advertising strengths while responding to
evolving advertiser needs. Well placed to meet these
expectations are the TV sales houses which recognise
that well-deployed ad technology can offer both
flexibility to buyers as well as automation efficiencies,
more granular targeting and yield optimisation tools.

•

 rogrammatic means opportunities for new
P
business: Beyond traditional TV advertising,
programmatic opens new markets for broadcaster
sales houses. Combined, we estimate the potential for
annual increased TV ad revenue in the seven markets of
our study to be €220-300m by 2018. This includes new
advertiser spend on addressable TV advertising, as well
as a share of the growing online video market.

•

 ooperation and commitment is required now to
C
ensure the future success of programmatic TV:
Increased audience targeting options and campaign
automation will become important for serving the
growing needs of TV advertisers in the European media
markets, as well as serving advertisers new to TV.
Broadcasters, agencies and TV measurement bodies
need to continue to develop support for multiple
currencies, to ensure TV advertising can deliver value
in diverse content environments and for different
campaign goals.

•

 utting consumers first remains key in Europe: All
P
interviewees showed strong commitment to ensure
compliance of the new systems under development
with European regulations on TV advertising and the
use of consumer data – this is vital to maintain TV’s
reputation as a consumer-friendly advertising medium.

 or broadcasters to reverse a slide in online video
F
markets in other countries, deploying programmatic
targeting and transaction options is crucial. From
2015 to 2020, in the seven markets of our study, over
90% of growth in online video advertising revenue is
predicted to be programmatic.

Conclusions
•
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 iewing trends present a pivotal moment for
V
European TV advertising: Declining broadcast
viewing to the TV set among younger demographics,
the fragmentation of video viewing across screens,
the lack of robust measurement of viewing across
screens, combined with the development of online
video advertising technology are gradually changing
European TV markets. For the first time, there is
significant price inflation to reach young broadcast TV
audiences as a result of declining viewing in markets
like the UK, Sweden and the Netherlands. For some
advertisers this is already leading to a reassessment of
how their budgets are allocated.

Introduction

Introduction
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Introduction
Google has commissioned Enders Analysis
to produce an independent report on how
programmatic practices, which revolutionised
online advertising, are now being adapted
for TV in European markets. While TV is still
the largest advertising medium by revenue
in several European markets, the way it is
bought and sold is changing at the margins
due to:

To answer these questions, this report looks at ongoing
and prospective developments in seven European
countries with a ten-year horizon to 2025. The selected
countries are France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Turkey and the UK. The information on which
the conclusions are based includes:
Desk research and analysis for each of the seven
countries that covered: television viewing and
advertising trend data; growth of online video
markets; programmatic advances in television
advertising

•

 hanging audiovisual consumption patterns as
C
viewing shifts away from broadcast linear channels
on the TV set and towards online on demand content
both on the TV and on other screens

Interviews (41 in total) with senior industry
experts across the seven countries representing
the following key stakeholders:

•

 evelopments in programmatic TV advertising and
D
online advertising technology

•
•
•
•
•

In online advertising, programmatic refers to
automated solutions which evolved as the medium
grew and diversified to serve both direct response
and brand advertiser goals. Because of this, there is
no one definition of programmatic, and European
programmatic TV will be what TV advertisers and
broadcasters make of it.
The first programmatic TV solutions in the European
markets have now launched, and both TV buyers
and sellers are seriously considering their potential
for TV as an advertising medium. What are the areas
where programmatic and ad technology can bring
shared benefits? What can the first deployments of
programmatic TV models tell us of the future of the
medium in Europe?
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•
•

Broadcasters and sales houses
Advertising agencies
Programmatic agency trading desks
Advertisers
Specialist ad technology companies in
premium inventory
Telco platforms
Broadcasting experts

Finally, when it came to producing the report,
the information and ideas gathered from the desk
research and interviews were stress-tested within
Enders Analysis and checked with the stakeholders.

Background
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Background
Television continues to attract more display advertising
than any other medium due to its effectiveness in
delivering branding messages within a high quality
context to mass audiences very quickly.
The traditional national TV advertising model throughout
Europe has consisted of live broadcast linear channels,
mostly aimed at national audiences, with programme
schedules interspersed with commercial breaks between
and within programmes. There has never been a single
European market for TV advertising, with both global
and pan-European advertisers planning and buying
campaigns by market. Across Europe there are a variety
of airtime trading mechanisms, while advertising
regulations vary by country, often with different
regulations for broadcasters within the same country.
However, all countries have adopted industry accepted
measurement standards – via installed peoplemeter
panel samples – for assessing the size of the audience for
every programme and advertising spot.
But the classic TV advertising model is being increasingly
challenged as audiovisual viewing shifts online and to
screens other than the TV. As a result, broadcasters
today face a shrinking audience to the TV set, leading
to price inflation especially among younger viewers.
But commercial opportunities are opening up as a
result of technological innovation both in broadcast
television and in online advertising. The following pages
lay out topline viewing trends, the issue of audience
measurement, as well as the framework for television
advertising in Europe. We will see that though broadcast
markets across Europe may share many of the same
behaviours, there are subtle differences leading to
different opportunities for innovation in programmatic
TV practices.

But considering total viewing across the entire
population masks a worrying trend for broadcasters:
the change in viewing patterns among younger people.
Viewing has fallen among young adults in France,
Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK. In Italy
it increased between 2010 and 2013, but has fallen
significantly since then, while in Turkey it has been flat.
Fig 1: D
 aily average viewing time by country, young
adults, 2010-2015 (2010=100)
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Those countries where TV set viewing decline among
the young has been greatest are those with the most
advanced digital economies and where English language
programming is readily accepted. In the UK those aged
over 55 have remained relatively consistent in their
levels of viewing, whereas people under the age of 25
have posted a decline of 26%. The 25-34s and 35-44s
have both declined by just under 20%, and 45-54s
by 11%.

TV set viewing decline among
younger adults
The amount of viewing to the TV set differs in each of
the seven markets we cover, ranging from 2½ hours
each day in Sweden to over four hours in both Italy
and Turkey. In all these countries younger people view
less than older people. Average viewing levels since
2010 also differ by country, with the average time spent
viewing to a TV set having declined markedly in both
Sweden and the UK, while in contrast in Turkey it has
increased2. In the other markets, while fluctuating each
year, average viewing time has remained fairly steady.
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The effect on the UK population
as a whole has been an 11% drop
in reported viewing to the TV set
across this timeframe.

2

Turkish TV data prior to the TNS contract in 2013 needs to
be treated with caution. There was no official data between
December 2011 and September 2012, with the broadcaster
TRT re-joining in February 2013.
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In Sweden, viewing across all age groups is now 7%
lower than in 2010, but this is because over-55s are
watching more, which somewhat disguises the fact that
under-45s are watching a quarter less TV than in 2010,
and 15-24s nearly one third less.
In France and Germany, average viewing time has fallen
among children and young adults (under 34), but the
overall picture looks relatively flat as viewing among
people over 50 has increased. In the Netherlands the
steepest annual decline among the under-34s was in
2015, and for those younger than 20 the decline started
just from 2012.
While Italy has not seen an
overall decline in TV viewing
since 2010, for 15-24s it has
fallen by 13% since 2013.
The decline in viewing among young adults conversely
increases the CPM. Where the decline has been very
steep we have already seen significant price inflation,
which if it continues will lead to many brands reassessing
the proportion of their advertising spend on TV.

2

Total video viewing levels held up by
online viewing

To understand how quickly video viewing will move
online we have taken one of the most advanced
countries, the UK, and projected total video viewing
to all content across all screens to 2025. All other
countries will follow a similar pattern by age group,
albeit from different starting positions.
Enders Analysis estimate that in 2015 among all individuals,
non-TV set viewing accounted for just 8% of all video
viewing in the UK. Over the next ten years we expect that
the overall amount of time spent consuming video content
will remain steady at just over four hours per day, but we
predict that the proportion of viewing to other screens
will rise. Some viewing to other screens and non-reported
to the TV set3 will be to broadcasters, and as a result, we
expect that in 2025 in the UK 80% of all viewing will be to
existing broadcasters.

3

Non-reported to the TV set could be time-shifted or broadcaster VOD
beyond the measurement window, DVDs, Netflix, YouTube or other
online video propositions
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The shift online is much greater among younger adults,
and in the UK by 2025 Enders Analysis expect that
over one third of video viewing will not be to the TV
set. Broadcasters’ share of total video viewing would
be just under 60%, but 15% of that is on other screens
and thus not currently measurable by BARB. This opens
up avenues for broadcasters to take advantage of new
technologies to maximise yield across screens through
more effective targeting and measurement.
Fig 2: D
 aily average viewing, whole UK population,
2010-2025f (mins)
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Audience measurement is evolving to
capture online viewing

Today, every European country with a population of
more than one million inhabitants is equipped with
a Television Audience Measurement (TAM) system
that relies on peoplemeter measurement of viewing
to the TV set. The system is facing increasing strain in
particular from the growing long-tail of low (often zero)
rating programmes/advertising spots due to market
fragmentation and viewing to other screens. In addition,
the granularity of measurement varies by country,
especially with regard to regionality, and the increasing
demand for campaigns targeting to a city level cannot
easily be met in many cases.
Across Europe, broadcasters, agencies and research
companies have been working to adapt existing
measurement systems to enable capture of online
audiences using a hybrid measurement system using
both panel and device-based data, which would allow
for much greater targeting.

Background
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Current framework for television
advertising in Europe
Regulation

The European Union’s Audiovisual Media Services
Directive (AVMSD) covers all services providing
television and television-like content, whether accessed
via traditional TV or online platforms. This has led to
a tightly regulated audiovisual sector with different
regulations by country.
The AVMSD sets upper limits on the amount of
advertising permitted on TV, with allowed minutage
varying by country, sometimes with differences between
public service broadcasters and other channels within
the same market. It also lays down the general principle
of separation of advertising and editorial content as well
as which programme and advertiser categories should
have more restrictive policies (e.g news programming or
alcohol advertising).
All major French channels broadcast on Digital
Terrestrial Television (DTT), and each licence mandates
broadcasting a single feed nationally (with exceptions
for regional channels and France 3). This is interpreted
as forbidding any regional or addressable advertising
on DTT, and by extension other broadcast platforms as
they share the same feed.
Trading
Sales houses in Europe tend to have much greater
negotiating power than in the US:
Across the six western European countries
over 70% of total TV advertising is bought
through just two sales points, and in the
Netherlands and the UK a third sales house
takes that figure to above 90%
•O
 f the countries covered, Turkey is the
exception where five broadcasters have
relatively equal shares
 he cap on advertising minutage leads to a
T
relative scarcity of inventory, especially in peak
viewing time, and helps to maintain pricing levels
 roadcasters or their sales house control the
B
inventory and do not allow middlemen to buy
and resell airtime
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Europe has two main types of trading mechanism
for linear broadcast, which are duration based (cost
per spot) and impact based (cost per Gross Rating
Point). However, countries usually use a combination,
with a slow move overall to cost per GRP as smaller
broadcasters move away from cost per spot.
Yield management and automation
European broadcasters’ sales houses have developed
their own systems for managing supply and demand
in order to maximise the yield on their inventory. In
the UK, campaigns are adjusted daily according to
audiences delivered, while elsewhere, such as Germany,
spot prices can be adjusted weekly, even daily, using
automated systems to adjust for fluctuations in
supply and demand. In Italy and Turkey, the process
is more manual, relying on personal relationships and
negotiations over price. In general those that adopt
a cost per GRP model have the more sophisticated
systems that can handle schedule changes midcampaign, dependent on audience delivery, whereas
there is scope for improvements in yield management
systems in countries such as Italy and Turkey.
The level of sales workflow automation varies
significantly by country, with the UK having arguably the
most effective cross-industry campaign management
system of the seven countries. UK broadcasters are
responsible for the content of adverts broadcast,
and partly as a result, the sales houses jointly own a
company which clears about 95% of all broadcast ads
in the UK. The company also acts as a hub between the
agencies and the TV sales houses, through a licensed
online transactional platform for booking and managing
TV and VOD campaigns.
In Italy, earlier this year RAI launched Open Square,
an online platform for clients to plan and buy TV
inventory. RAI stresses that it is not a programmatic
sales channel, with inventory being sold at a fixed price
with no auction process. Though less than 4% of RAI’s
TV inventory is accessible through Open Square this
does seem to be a step towards the automation of the
TV buying process.
We believe there is room
for improvements in yield
management and automation
processes in several countries.

European TV advertising and the
promise of programmatic
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European TV advertising and
the promise of programmatic
Rapid shifts in content consumption and the development
of advertising technology which have caused the online
advertising market to undergo fundamental change are
now beginning to affect TV. The traditional European TV
trading models have evolved over the years to reflect six
underpinnings of TV as a medium, with slight variations
by market. At the margins, the shift to online content
consumption is changing each of these selling points:

Pressure to change: Online shifts
challenging TV selling points
Unique medium

New digital ad formats for brand
advertising, new IP delivered content
to the TV set

Scarcity

Inflation for younger audiences

Concentrated market

New market entrants: online media
platforms, ISPs

Buyer relationships

Data driven advertisers buy direct
from media owner, new digital first
advertisers

High barriers to entry

Lower cost of TV spot production,
lower minimum budgets on
competing video platforms

Stability

Changing media consumption puts a
strain on existing measurement and
prediction models

As shown earlier, the markets in our study differ in
the pace of digital development and the structure of
their media market. While others still see business as
usual, the UK, Dutch and Swedish markets already feel
pressure to change the way TV is traded.
Online media on connected devices produces return
path data, which means that viewer demographics
and consumption behaviours – online and offline –
can be tracked and associated with their media usage,
near real-time.
Return path data and addressability support the
development of programmatic advertising – automated
processes incorporating audience data and optimising
media transactions in advertising campaigns. With
more of this data available from devices on which TV is
consumed, programmatic TV is becoming a reality.
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Programmatic TV:
awareness, attitudes
and expectations
The difficulty of definitions
The term “programmatic” has many conflicting
definitions even in the digital advertising industry
where it originated. When moving across to the TV
world, much can be lost in translation: in online
advertising, programmatic models have steadily
evolved and diversified, but many in the TV
ecosystem have a dated, narrow view of what
programmatic entails.
Broadcasters recognise many areas of programmatic
advertising as having potential, even if they don’t
consider them to be programmatic. Some broadcasters
equated programmatic with real-time bidding (RTB),
which they dismissed as unrealistic for TV, but RTB
is not involved in all programmatic models. Forms of
programmatic developed specifically for premium
media, such as automated guaranteed and private
marketplaces, were a different story: sales house
executives saw these models as both compatible
with the TV advertising business model, as well as more
flexible in balancing opportunity and risk. This illustrates
how far programmatic has diversified from its origins as
it has been applied to new media markets. The question
is, what shape will programmatic models for European
TV take?
Ultimately, programmatic TV will be what TV sellers
and buyers make of it. In assessing the potential of
programmatic TV, we therefore focused on those areas
in which both the buy side and sell side saw value. More
important than agreeing on what programmatic means
is to identify which aspects of digital programmatic
models can be adopted for TV inventory – or what
entirely new programmatic models for TV advertising
could look like.
Much of the confusion stems from the organisational
structure of agencies and TV sales houses: the teams
transacting linear TV inventory and online video are still
often highly separate. The two areas of the TV market
have their own currencies, language and even culture,
and cooperation in campaign management is often

European TV advertising and the
promise of programmatic

limited. But due to changes in media consumption,
advertisers increasingly see this separation as a
restriction – for audiences, content on TV and other
screens is complementary, so why shouldn’t the same
be true for advertising?
Some of the largest media agencies in Europe are
already responding to these advertiser expectations.
The initial response has been to combine their TV
and online video teams – depending on the market,
these are called audiovisual, video or screen teams.
Similar reorganisations are taking place at leading TV
sales houses. Over time, we expect that this will lead
to more natural ways of cross screen, combined
audience-based planning and management for TV
advertising campaigns.
As part of this change, TV sellers will come to
recognise the diversity and strategic flexibility of
programmatic advertising, while online media buyers
will learn to respect the ways in which some forms
of programmatic are not compatible with the specific
qualities of broadcaster inventory. Several interviewees
considered this kind of organisational learning more
important for the development of programmatic TV
than technological breakthroughs.
It should be noted that the pressure to change
varies across the markets: in the UK, Dutch and
Swedish markets broadcasters were acutely aware of
changing buyer expectations, but in Italy and Turkey,
broadcasters saw the existing system of direct sales
based on personal relationships between TV buyers
and sellers as very stable. In Germany and France,
broadcasters view the the current TV trading model
as good enough for the needs of almost all advertisers,
but can see a future where it will be supplemented by
programmatic models.

Broadcaster and advertiser expectations
of programmatic TV
Across our interviews, the most important aspects of
programmatic were considered to be in one or more
of the following three areas:
New ways of using audience data to target and
measure advertising
Automation of processes involving
inventory management
Automated transaction models
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As part of a programmatic solution for TV inventory,
these aspects of programmatic do not need to be
combined – even if some programmatic models like
RTB do. Crucially, those interviewees familiar with
both the TV and digital advertising markets stressed
that any deployment of programmatic ad technology
for TV would have to work with the existing system of
price and inventory guarantees which characterises the
relationship between TV buyers and sellers. Realistically
in the short to medium term, the role of ad technology
will be an evolution, not a revolution.
Aiding the shift towards audience buying
In general, all interviewees welcomed the increasing
availability of return path data for TV as a medium.
“More data is better” may be the one value proposition
all interviewees agreed on. The growing sophistication
of cross device audience measurement and the fusion
of customer relationship management and advertising
are growing the role of device-based data in media
buys. Although rarely as comprehensively available
over broad audience segments as panel data and still
suffering from problems of measurement and fraud,
the census data has many advantages: the return path
data from connected devices is often either real-time or
close to real-time, and enables matching the behaviour
of individual media users to their consumer behaviour.
Unlike the panel data of the independent national TV
measurement bodies, device-based data suffers from
the problem of aggregation. The TV broadcasters, online
advertising platforms and device manufacturers who have
access to first-party data from devices all seek to limit
access to it, both for regulatory reasons and to maintain
exclusivity over the value it adds to their respective
products. This poses problems for advertisers in several
areas, making it harder to:
•

 ccurately measure audience reach and ad
A
frequency across screens and media platforms

•

 aint a complete picture of the sales attributable
P
to campaigns in the short term, for the purposes
of calculating return on investment (ROI)

	
The speed of change in measurement needs
comes from the users, the audience. They
move first and then we have to follow.
- Martin Hoberg, Sales Strategy & Projects,
IP Deutschland

European TV advertising and the
promise of programmatic

Rather than choosing a single currency for all campaign
needs, the buy side increasingly wants the flexibility
allowed by multiple currencies (reflecting the diverse
needs of advertisers). The single panel solutions and
hybrid measurements that are being developed by the
TV measurement bodies could address the former, but
the latter would require standards for anonymously
matching audience and consumer profiles, as well as
cooperation by the owners of both types of data.
Several other different types of companies are vying
to connect the dots of census-level audience data,
such as the agencies, the largest online platforms and
data brokers such as Experian and Acxiom. However,
various factors - including questions of trust and
regulation - make it uncertain whether a comprehensive
measurement solution which enables a choice of
currencies and post-campaign sales attribution will
ever emerge in Europe, at least to the same extent as
in the US.
Automation: inventory management
Automation is not new to European TV advertising sales.
Although in-person negotiations and large upfront
sales events are still important, much of the actual ad
trafficking is conducted using automated systems.
However, especially in the smaller markets, the
automated systems are still limited in key areas:
•

Jointly planning and booking TV and online
ad campaigns

•

 ptimising audience targets across broadcast TV
O
and online inventory

•

 utomated links between agency systems and
A
broadcaster systems

•

Managing fluctuations in supply and demand efficiently

Automation in these areas would free time both at
agencies and broadcaster sales houses for crucial
areas of advertiser value creation: deals with key
advertisers, campaign management and ad operations.
The European broadcaster sales houses operate large
sales staffs, so continuing the automation of linear TV
advertising will bring significant benefits. Of course, the
skill sets needed for ongoing campaign management
are different than those for transacting media, so
organisational training and adjustment will be needed.
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	Automated selling really allows broadcasters
to sell audiences across screens, whereas
their direct sales team is probably going to
be focused on more high value sponsorships,
category exclusives, and brand integration.
Every programmer who is now being forced
to look at margins more carefully as linear TV
ratings erode is going to want to automate
selling of audiences.
- Jay Prasad,
Chief Business Officer, VideoAmp

Automated transaction models and
yield optimisation
The availability of real-time, census-level audience data
opens new media transaction models for consideration,
an important aspect of programmatic advertising.
Ultimately, what types of transaction models will be
used for what type of inventory (and to what extent)
will not depend on technological capabilities, but
on the strategic needs of TV buyers and sellers. All
the broadcasters we spoke to agreed that when it
comes to most or all of their linear TV inventory, any
programmatic transaction model would have to be
fully compatible with the system of price and inventory
guarantees that characterise TV trading.
This explains much of the skepticism broadcasters
expressed towards programmatic in general: where
programmatic is narrowly seen as auction-based
transaction models, it is dismissed as unrealistic for
TV inventory. European broadcaster sales houses have
tried auctions in the past for limited amounts of linear
TV airtime; in France, this was done for live events
such as sports finals where predicting the supply and
demand of advertising audiences can be difficult. As a
sales channel it may have a supplementary role in a TV
sales house’s tools, as recognised by some broadcasters
we spoke with, but the existing system of guarantees
means that only a marginal share of inventory would
ever be made available.
While some on the buy side, especially at agency trading
desks, similarly had a narrow concept of programmatic
as limited to real-time bidding models, most of them
granted that the sell side would be unwilling to accept
such a model for TV inventory at a significant scale any
time soon.

European TV advertising and the
promise of programmatic

	In Europe TV has always been a guaranteed
business, and this is why we have a very
specific definition of marketplace. Those
guarantee deals are very important to
our customers, and if you’re bringing in a
programmatic trading channel it doesn’t
mean that you’re suddenly going to negate
them. It’s really how to bring efficiency and
optimisation to that guaranteed business,
and in some cases for some types of
inventory it makes sense to go for exchanges
and RTB, but the vast majority [of our role] is
that we’re trying to automate and add data
to a business that functions very well.
-T
 homas Bremond,
European Managing Director, FreeWheel

Even without auctions, programmatic guaranteed
models can offer more flexibility to buyers by making
it faster to change buy specifications and easier to
manage the rate of spending within the guarantee
window in response to changing needs.

For the broadcasters, this does not have to compromise
the overarching business model of TV advertising. The
inventory available to programmatic transaction channels
can be flexibly adjusted to supplement traditional direct
sales and to build on existing relationships of trust
between TV buyers and the sales houses.

	It is a question of yield, but we also want to
support our customers. When they ask for
programmatic we want to offer it and be
innovative. But it’s the same for errors: when
the customer says ‘it doesn’t work for me’ then
we have to give answers, and direct is still the
answer in the majority of cases.
- IP Deutschland
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Programmatic TV and the
needs of broadcasters
and advertisers
The individual programmatic capabilities described
above can be combined to form larger solutions, and
the European TV advertising market is coming to terms
with their strategic implications and possibilities. The
availability of return path data, addressable advertising
and programmatic technology raises fundamental
questions for the role of ad-funded TV in the changing
European media market.

Brand advertising and direct response
Television is still considered primarily a brand
advertising medium – large TV buys are sold as share
of voice, a chance for brands to enter the national
conversation. TV advertising has played a central role
in building the most long lasting consumer brands,
over decades of mass-audience campaigns. The mere
presence of a brand on the home screens can be a
strong statement in corporate communications:
“A food producer’s TV campaign is a strong signal to
retailers to stock his products” explains a broadcaster.
Digital advertising by contrast first became successful at
scale as a direct response media substituting analogue
“below-the-line” marketing such as print classifieds.
Most digital advertisers seek an immediate action from
individuals of their target group and pay the media
only if these actions are taken – clicks, downloads,
buys. For these types of campaigns, return path data
from connected devices has provided a robust way to
measure return on investment, first successful at scale
with search advertising.
These two types of advertising are still often caricatured
in discussions over the future of TV, and much market
commentary attempts to make a comparison between
the efficacy of TV advertising and that of online video
advertising. Many brand advertisers and premium
content owners perceive direct response as undermining
the value of great content and advertising context, while
some proponents of online direct response consider brand
advertising inefficient.
Based on our discussions with agencies and advertisers,
we believe such comparisons to be counterproductive
and beside the point: linear broadcast TV has specific,
well demonstrated roles in the media mix of advertisers,
especially powerful for building brands. But online
video includes increasingly diverse formats which can
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be delivered on a growing number of platforms, in
different situations. Although the first truly successful
online advertising was driven by direct response, online
video is at the heart of blurring distinctions between
direct response and brand advertising. Depending
on the context in which it is displayed and how it is
measured, it can contribute to both types of campaign
goals. Thanks to new types of return path data and
audience profiling, TV’s contribution to both brand
building and short-term sales can be better measured
according to the specific needs of each type of advertiser.
While the strategies of brand advertisers and direct
response advertisers are converging at the margins, this
does not mean that TV will be transformed into a direct
response medium (a scenario which some broadcasters
expressed as a worst case outcome of programmatic TV).
In our view, a better way of thinking is to consider how
addressability and ad technology can benefit both brand
advertising and direct response separately, and bring
them together for the advertisers for whom it is relevant.

CASE BOX: The FMCG debate
While advertisers such as car makers,
telecommunications providers and banks are
considered to be at the forefront of combining brand
building and direct response goals in their campaigns,
Fast Moving Consumer Goods is often mentioned as an
example of a type of advertiser which is solely focused
on building consumer brands. Some broadcasters and
TV buyers repeated this view in our interviews. However,
based on our discussions with FMCG advertisers, we
consider this view to be increasingly outdated.
Even the largest global companies in the industry are
seeking to emulate a new crop of consumer brands
which are focused on building a direct relationship
with the consumer, making the most of online
channels. This extends to all areas of the business,
from logistics through customer relations management
to advertising. Rather than limited to building brands
with uniform messaging across a large audience, the
companies are trying to move their understanding
of consumers and messaging to them closer to the
individual level. Concrete examples of this strategic
shift include Unilever’s acquisition of Dollar Shave Club
and Procter and Gamble’s introduction of a direct-toconsumer subscription service for detergent.
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	We always used to consider financial services
and telecom as benchmarks of how you could
drive your business using data. I strongly
believe that FMCG is discovering this stage
and stepping up. Programmatic plays a role
because when it comes to communication and
distribution we are operating in a fragmented
world, which will continue to fragment.
- FMCG brand advertiser

Addressability and targeting of linear TV
By definition, the growing availability of return path
data from connected devices which are used to watch
TV content means growing addressability: the ability
of a digital device to individually respond to a message
sent to many similar devices.
This has much potential for TV advertising. For decades
advertisers have bought spots associated with specific
TV programmes and channels, whereas they can
increasingly buy specific audiences with consideration
of the editorial context becoming optional.

CASE BOX: Zero-rated shows: showing
value where a panel can’t
A good use of addressability: daytime, zero-rated shows
(where return path data can show the size of smaller
audiences and ascribe value to audiences where
content is not a good proxy).

European TV advertising and the
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While limited return path data has been available from
digital cable homes since the late 1990s, only the rapid
rise of internet advertising and addressable ad products
on online-first video platforms has made addressability
a much more palpable concept to the TV industry. The
proportion of internet-delivered content to the TV set
is growing, and more and more TV content is available
on other connected devices, overcoming practical
limitations to addressable TV advertising.

Addressability can bring benefits even without targeting.
A French broadcaster stresses that “a TV set should not
be confused with a big PC”, explaining that each device
delivers a specific user experience and that television
has a collective viewing dimension that makes its
strength. For him, the key potential for addressable TV
to TV screens resides in the better intelligence about
users, which can be leveraged to optimise airtime, even
when broadcasting the same spot to all viewers.

Addressability could transform the television advertising
market by dramatically increasing the spot inventory
available around a programme. In the traditional model
an ad break features a set number of spots sold to
advertisers according to the expected audience affinity
with their products’ marketing targets. This necessarily
implies that a sizeable proportion of the audience will
not be concerned by the products advertised. But if
the sales model shifts to addressable, the broadcaster
can sell a different ad to minority viewers without
undermining the value of the main audience.

Targeting and reach are not mutually exclusive.
“Eliminating waste” can in fact mean extending reach
– thanks to return path data from addressable TV
advertising, it is possible to target only those light
viewers who have not seen the campaign before.
Targeting can also mean showing different creative
to different audience segments, while the core brand
message is still shown to a very broad audience.

Under this model, ads for nappies targeting mums
of young children during a primetime reality show
could see their audiences shrink by over 70% without
impeding efficiency with the target audiences, whereas
previously non-targeted viewers would see ads for
products that may be more relevant to them. The
broadcaster increases sales, the advertisers pay less
because of more precise targeting (and less audience
wastage) and viewers see spots that are more relevant
to them.

	You can cap frequency more accurately with
programmatic, so instead of having a 60%
reach at three OTS (occasions to see), you
could reduce it by a third or so. So possibly
500 TVRs to 300. However, this could be
short-sighted, as those 200 TVRs could be in
the market to buy at a later date. Perhaps
you could keep that ‘wastage’ but target
that with a different message and more
responsive creative.
- UK media agency
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	From a defensive standpoint, those who
point out that there is enough advertiser
value in linear TV aren’t wrong. But from
an offensive standpoint, programmatic will
become a mode of transaction for linear TV.
Either we take the initiative to lead, deploy
and control, or we are followers and have to
adapt to the norms of the market that have
already been established. I think taking risks
on new initiatives is a good thing.
- Broadcast sales expert
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CASE BOX: TV creative, addressability
and targeting
Within the agency groups, several interviewees
identified creative agencies as a crucial area where the
buy side is not yet fully ready for addressable television.
Many creative teams are suspicious of programmatic
models and the increasing use of census-level audience
data, arguing that focusing on narrow engagement
signals fails to capture the value of good ad creative,
especially when it comes to brand advertising.
Moreover, creating new versions of adverts for audience
segments and different types of online platforms is seen
as increasing workload and detracting focus from the
creative process.
We did hear of constructive solutions to address
this problem. These involve sharing more campaign
data with creative teams to illustrate the diversity of
engagement metrics available and to see the effect of
creative versioning on performance. Thanks to more
affordable professional equipment and advances in
editing software, the costs of producing a broadcastquality ad are also decreasing, which reduces
constraints on creative versioning.

Bridging TV and digital
At the most basic level, coordinating TV and online
video campaigns is about managing overall reach and ad
frequency – something which is increasingly difficult to
do without advanced advertising technology. However,
the possibilities of return path data go much further.
When combined with cross-device user profiles, return
path data and addressability can be used to link connected
TV and online video campaigns with other media, either in
achieving primary or secondary campaign goals. Broadcasters
are in a unique position of being able to bridge the worlds
of TV and digital advertising, finding ways for online video
to complement mass-audience broadcast advertising: it is
easier for those with first-party TV audience data to match
it with the online equivalent than the other way round.

On the buy side, TV buyers are becoming less siloed.
Several major media agencies we spoke with have
changed their organisational structure to combine
their TV and online video teams.

This is a sign of change in the way TV as a medium is
viewed: it is becoming possible to measure how TV
advertising supports other media spend, and to better
synchronise ad buys across TV and online.
The marketing industry traditionally uses the funnel
metaphor to analyse the interactions of a brand with
consumers. Going through the funnel, a consumer
starts from a stage of simple “awareness” to that of
relative familiarity with a range of brands to “sales”
where a single product is chosen and then to a final
“loyalty” stage. In the funnel, brand advertising is
focused on the initial stages, on creating awareness and
sustaining consumer trust, whereas direct marketing is
focused on provoking the decision to buy. Consumer
goods brands have long both measured the impact
of TV campaign on their brands and used statistical
models to predict the increase of sales. With crossdevice audience profiles and addressable TV, these
models can increasingly be supplemented with devicebased data and connected to consumer datasets.
Fig 3: Consumer journey funnel
Transaction types

Stage and type of inventory

Direct sales,
some programmatic
guaranteed

Awareness:
Linear TV

Direct sales,
some programmatic
guaranteed

Interest:

Addressable Linear, Catch-up,
OTT, other online video

Direct sales,
programmatic
guaranteed, RTB,
unreserved ﬁxed rate

Consideration:
Online display
native advertising

Conversion:

RTB, unreserved ﬁxed rate

Search, social
media, email

Loyalty

Opt-in
messaging
channels,
brand pages

Return path
data and
decisioning
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In the past few years the idea of “the consumer decision
journey” has gained momentum. This model proposes
a more dynamic picture of the process in which the
consumer actively research brands before buying and
evaluates her experience after usage. It has usually
been inferred from this that direct marketing, notably
online information tools, could play an enhanced role
in all phases of the decision process. But the consumer
decision journey model also highlights that the path to
acquisition often starts from a single brand, as opposed
to awareness of a range out of which a selection must
operate – the starting point being “I want a Mac” or
“I want to show Disneyland to the kids” rather than “I
need a new computer” or “I want to go on holiday”.
And this insight highlights again the uniqueness of
brand advertising. In this way, thinking in terms of
the funnel and consumer journeys is the best way
of understanding how brand advertising goals and
measurable direct response targets are linked.

In the seven markets combined, the deployment of
addressable TV platforms (systems which are able
to target, deliver and measure TV ads to individual
households or small groups of households) has in our
estimate the potential to attract €100-150m annual
spend from advertisers new to TV by 2018, shifting
budgets from other marketing budgets. Based on
our interviews and research of small and medium
advertisers, investment in programmatic platforms will
be key to achieving this, facilitating easier access to TV
ad buying, more flexibility in targeting ads, and better
support for direct response campaign goals4.

European regulation,
programmatic TV and
the consumer

Reaching new advertisers
In addition to serving the evolving needs of existing
TV advertisers, programmatic models built on
addressability can make TV buys accessible and relevant
to new groups of advertisers. Buyer access to European
TV inventory is relatively restricted, often requiring a
strong agency partnership and large minimum spend
commitments – hurdles that have made TV advertising
prohibitively difficult for many small and medium
sized advertisers. Moreover, many of these advertisers
operate highly local or niche businesses, while TV’s main
selling point has been large, even national audiences.
With more flexible spot inventory management,
narrower targeting options, and better support for
direct response goals and synchronised online
campaigns, addressable TV and programmatic models
can make TV more attractive for these advertisers in
comparison with media such as print, radio and direct mail.

We think
	

addressable TV is a huge
opportunity here [in Germany] because
you still have an extremely high share of
print revenues, and when you deep dive
into this a lot of it is niche.

-D
 r. Jens Mittnacht, Managing Director
SevenOne Media GmbH / CEO AdTech Solutions GmbH
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An important factor in the development of programmatic
TV models in Europe will be evolving EU regulation
which covers the use of personal data for advertising. At
the moment, national data protection authorities have
differing interpretations of EU privacy law, but a new
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is seeking to
lessen these differences and to update privacy regulation
for the conditions of the 21st century.
The GDPR puts emphasis on several important areas
which concern the use of data and user profiling for
programmatic and addressable advertising:
•

 ore stringent requirements for carrying out
M
profiling, including, in many cases, providing users
with meaningful information on the logic and
consequences of profiling

•

 here profiling is based on user consent, providing
W
easy ways for users to withdraw their consent at
any time

•

 nabling users to request that data collected on
E
them be deleted

•

 nsuring that users are informed of all the ways that
E
the collected data is used

4

For key markets such as France and Germany, a key question
for the future of local TV advertising is regulation: to protect the
regional print media, the regional campaign targeting of national
broadcasters is currently limited by legislation. However, the
status quo is currently under review in Germany.
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Guidance on how the principles of GDPR will be put into
practise in the advertising industry has not been issued
yet. This will be a challenge given that the standard
set by the GDPR for data to be considered truly
anonymised is very high. However, privacy law experts
and regional regulators have already singled out the
above four considerations as important in the context
of addressable TV advertising in Germany.
Areas of concern include shutting off many or all
connected features on connected TV platforms unless
a user opts in to data profiling as well as the concept of
linking TV viewing to smartphone device IDs. Although
return path data from connected TV sets and set-top
boxes is by definition household-level, it is increasingly
possible to match TV-set content consumption with
smartphone device identifiers. This is an important area
of regulatory uncertainty, because linking device-based
audience data with verified user identities is needed to
accurately measure audience reach and ad frequency
across devices at a “census-level” of accuracy.
Several interviewees familiar with the regulatory issues
told us that census-level data of TV consumption and
sales attribution will not only need to be anonymised
but also reported in aggregate (in audience segments
measured in thousands of individuals). Moreover, the
practice of matching addressable audience data with
consumption data using third-party data brokers,
commonplace in the US, is already much more
restricted in several European markets.

	Privacy is not a roadmap topic; privacy
underpins every roadmap. It’s like
architecture, the data platform architecture
isn’t a roadmap item, it’s something that’s a
fundamental part of everything we do on our
roadmap. So when releasing new features
or looking at how we ingested the data, or
looking at changing the structure, whatever
it might be it’s always a question: is there
anything here from a privacy angle?
- Xaxis EMEA
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Because of these issues, we think that the emergence
in Europe of vertically integrated media with a wide
knowledge of individual users that could be used
by advertisers is very unlikely. Rather, we expect a
growing market for data with a number of suppliers,
each with first-party datasets of audience, behaviour or
identity data. Some of the data platforms will be able
to combine first-party insights from several (or even all)
stages of the sales funnel, but only of a limited part of
the population and not of all media and consumption
activities. Others will have have population-wide data,
but on a very narrow range of activities (and aggregated
into segments of hundreds or thousands of individuals).
As a consequence, modelling, associating various partial
sources of intelligence on a population, will remain
necessary for a very long time.
TV is considered a very consumer-friendly medium.
Interviewees across all type of market participants
recognised the importance of maintaining this position,
and saw the importance of regulatory compliance in
achieving this across the industry.
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Programmatic TV models – progress
and current deployments
The structural shifts in the European TV advertising
market have increased the interest of broadcasters
and advertisers in programmatic models, but what does
programmatic TV look like in practice? In this section, we
look at current deployments of programmatic processes
and online ad technology, how they are viewed in the
market, and how they are likely to develop in the future.

INFO BOX: Advanced TV campaign
stages explained

1

Negotiation (top-level upfront deals made by
agencies on behalf of advertisers)

2

Planning (the process of putting together
buy specifications for a campaign)

3

Transaction (the process of buying and
selling TV inventory)

4

Trafficking (the processing and serving of ad
creative)

5

Fulfillment (inserting ads into available slots
in content streams)

6

Reporting (displaying campaign results and
possibly data on attributed sales)

7

Adjustments/optimisation (the process of
analysing campaign performance to inform
future campaign planning)

linear TV still brings in the vast majority of broadcaster
ad revenue, any improvements from advertising
technology can make a significant difference.
Our interviewees did not consider these models
programmatic. Even technology providers in the space
prefer other terms, such as “Advanced TV advertising”.
What separates some of the new models in this space
from previous automated systems in TV advertising is the
use of programmatic demand-side platforms (DSPs) to
connect linear TV inventory to online-focused buyers. This
type of approach has been adopted outside Europe by
NBC Universal in the US and MCN in Australia. Targeting
and reporting is based on traditional TV metrics (daypart,
network, GRP). However, the use of programmatic DSPs
enables the layering of new types of data as part of the
media planning and reporting processes. For example,
instead of targeting the set demographic groups that form
the basis of the GRP system, buyers can create a custom
target index with a desired mix of audience segments.
This model relies on TV sales making packages of
linear TV inventory available to a programmatic DSP.
The closest online advertising comparison would be
automated guaranteed, although the TV model offers
much less flexibility and relies on statistical models for
measurement instead of addressable device-based
data. In addition, exposing chunks of inventory to DSPs
makes it easier for linear TV to be synchronised with
online advertising campaigns.
Fig 4: D
 SP model: tapping into demand for
cross-publisher buys
Demand
sources

Linear broadcast TV
Linear broadcast TV refers here to “traditional”
television watching, where consumers tune into
content at the appointed hour and channel of the
broadcaster. In the European markets, this category is
still both by far the most commercially important part
of broadcaster advertising inventory and the area with
the least available return path data. This puts technical
and more importantly business model limitations on
the deployment of ad technology. However, because
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The European broadcasters we interviewed ruled out
the need for exposing linear broadcast inventory to
DSPs in the near future. Many pointed out that many of
the benefits of the model are already served by current
solutions. Apart from the inventory being available to
new types of buyers through a programmatic DSP, the
UK booking system for TV airtime (CARIA) has for years
been very close to the US concept of programmatic
linear TV. Similarly, German broadcasters and agencies,
with their closely integrated automated systems,
consider this model largely redundant. In keeping with
the other two large markets, French broadcasters and
agencies have developed similar systems.
However, in smaller European markets where TV
buyers and sales houses do not have the same level
of resources to invest in automated transaction and
inventory management tools, this type of demand
aggregation is considered more viable in the future.
In the Netherlands, RTL’s sales house IP, the agency
trading desk Cadreon, and ad technology platform
VideoAmp are partnering to create an Advanced TV
market based on programmatic guaranteed deals.
Because the models used for audience segmentation
and forecasting are not reliant on census-level data
from the broadcasters, issues of trust and compliance
in data aggregation are easier to resolve, and the
DSP model has benefits for cross-border campaigns
spanning several smaller markets, such as in the
Benelux or Nordic regions.

	When we have more fragmentation in the
future, then it makes more sense to work
with DSPs because that way you can share
your campaign from one system to a
greater number of supply partners. At the
moment it’s not so important, but when we
want to optimise campaigns in the future
we have to be open for these things, we
have to prepare.
- IP Deutschland

Apart from broadcaster systems and even where no return
path data is available, advertisers are using new products
such as TV Squared and Realitycs to use new types of
online data such as social media signals, app usage and
even mobile-tracked store visits to improve how TV ROI is

measured. This is supplementing traditional econometric
modelling of TV sales uplift, although the models are limited
to data from the advertiser’s media channels and publicly
available sources. It remains to be seen to what extent this
will change how linear broadcast TV is priced, valued
and transacted.

Addressable TV
Growth in the penetration of pay-TV set-top boxes
and connected Smart TVs means that return path
data and addressability are available for a growing
share of European TV ad inventory. These systems
are increasingly deploying dynamic ad insertion
(DAI), technology for replacing ad spots in catch-up
TV inventory or even the broadcast stream with an
ad which is delivered separately over the internet.
Moreover, new types of campaign reporting and
measurement are available to advertisers.
Fig 5: A
 ddressable TV advertising: steps from deal
to results
Broadcaster sales house
approves guaranteed deals

Inventory management
platform segments
audiences

In the cloud

Ads preloaded, creative
approval

Ad decision at household
level: who sees what ad?

Viewing measured by both
panel and set-top box

On the device

Attribution for ROI and
down-funnel follow up

In the cloud
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At a small scale, this has already turned many of the
strategic concepts of addressable TV advertising into
a reality. So far most advertisers are making limited
use of the possibilities, focusing on regional and niche
targeting while major technical challenges in inventory
management and transaction models remain unsolved.
Nevertheless, the limited current deployments are
already changing how TV is viewed by agencies and
advertisers, and are developing fast enough for use to
project that TV will become relevant for new advertisers
over the next few years.
The current addressable TV platforms combine in their
value chain elements of traditional TV planning and
sales, partners specialising in set-top-box or Smart TV
content delivery, and digital advertising platforms which
are designed to manage campaigns, inventory and
publisher yield across different types of devices and
platforms. In this section, we focus on two emerging
European solutions for addressable TV advertising, one
centred on the Sky pay-TV platform and the other a
broadcaster-driven advertising standard for Smart TVs.

	So I would say yes, dynamic ad insertion is
important, and it creates a significant new
source of inventory for our clients, but unless
they are able to manage them correctly it’s
honestly more hassle than it is a gain in
terms of money if not done properly.
- Thomas Bremond,
European Managing Director, FreeWheel

Fig 6: T
 ypical roles of online platforms in the
addressable TV model
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data
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device data
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Peoplemeter
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When building their ad technology platforms to
enable programmatic models, European broadcasters
have taken two main types of approach: strategic
partnership (such as Sky with Freewheel and Videology)
or acquisition/investment (such as RTL with SpotX,
VideoAmp, Smartclip and Clypd). Both broadcasters
and ad technology providers made it clear to us that
the vetting process involved in choosing technology
partners for programmatic TV is much more rigorous,
long-lasting and forward looking than is the case
for most online publishers. The process can be too
broadcaster driven: some ad tech companies pointed
out that the broadcasters sometimes had a mistaken
view of the overriding needs of the buy side, sometimes
limiting agency demand for the new solutions.
For the first time, comprehensive solutions for
cross-screen inventory and yield management are
emerging, after years of broadcaster vetting. Both
broadcasters and ad tech companies considered two
factors the most important for winning business in the
programmatic TV space:
•

 ompany culture: background in premium
C
online video, understanding of TV (regulation and
commercial priorities)

•

F lexibility in supporting different transaction models
and types of inventory

In building a comprehensive platform for a
broadcaster, vertical integration helps, and investments
by broadcasters have been driving industry
consolidation in video ad technology.

Set-top boxes and the platform-led model

Online IDs

TV sales house
STB dynamic ad
insertion system

OTT dynamic ad
insertion system

Broadcaster’s satellite/
cable platform

Online return
path data

Programmatic platform
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Third/ party
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CASE BOX: Choosing ad tech partners

Programmatic
DSP
TV Sales in house

“Traditional” service provider

The most advanced and important addressable TV
platform in Europe is currently Sky AdSmart, first deployed
in the UK followed by Italy, with Ireland planned for Q1
2017, and Germany and Austria planned for a later date.
In the UK, AdSmart can reach one in four households.
Through its Sky Advance product, Sky is already connecting
first-party campaign data from the AdSmart platform to
online ad inventory, both proprietary and that owned by
supply partners.
On the buy side, interest in Sky’s solution is high, and the
platform is contributing to awareness of the possibilities
of addressable TV advertising. However, some in the
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agencies consider the expectations of the platform to be
high relative to its current capabilities. For both technical
and commercial reasons AdSmart – like all current set-topbox solutions for addressable advertising – still has clear
limitations. For example, the lead time between uploading
creative and delivering it is still much longer than for online
video, as ads need to be pre-approved and saved on the
set-top box before being served. This limits the leeway the
platform has for ad decisioning, determining which ad to
show to which households, and rules out many types of
real-time bidding. In the UK, however, the ad clearance
centre Clearcast is already testing a direct, real-time
integration with ad tech platform Videology, with the aim
of making ad clearance less of a hurdle for addressable TV
and programmatic - and other technology providers are
actively exploring similar solutions.
The AdSmart product has overcome major technical
challenges in dynamic ad insertion, and is constantly
adding new targeting segments based on the needs of new
advertisers. Originally restricted to catch-up and VOD, DAI
is now available for Sky Go’s live online streams, extending
addressable inventory to linear TV. Sky’s addressable
TV solution has taken years to build and is considered
advanced even in comparison with leading US platforms
such as that operated by satellite TV provider DISH.
Considering the gap in capabilities between Sky AdSmart
and competing UK platforms, cooperation in addressable
sales between Sky and other broadcaster sales houses
is likely in the future, although questions on pricing and
terms over the use of first-party data could become
sticking points in negotiations.

	AdSmart is an interesting evolution of the
TV model, and illustrates that targeting
opportunities based on platform capability
have added immense value to the Sky
proposition. The level of excitement around
it indicates what the TV market could be
capable of.
- Julia Jordan,
Managing Director Middle Office, Havas Media Group

Of the other operators, French pay-TV operator Canal+
is reportedly promoting a shared addressable TV
solution for French broadcasters and other operators.
Although the French market has a high penetration of
households with set-top boxes, cooperation between
the competing content owners may be too difficult to
secure for the Canal+ concept to go through.
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CASE BOX: Automated Guaranteed
in practice
First developed for online premium video, automated
guaranteed and similar models were the first type of
programmatic transaction which broadcasters enabled
for addressable advertising on the TV set – largely
because they are the most compatible with the existing
guarantee structures of broadcaster sales houses.
Within a buying interface, buyers can directly access
publishers’ packaged inventories. In the same way as
with an e-commerce website, they can search and filter
through publishers’ offers according to their desired
criteria: site, format, device, targeting, pricing, etc. They
can then benefit from publishers’ ad server capabilities
to check available inventory, send booking requests,
traffic the campaign and access reports – all from a
single interface.
On their side, publishers can accept or refuse booking
requests, validate creative files and even propose
discounted prices. They keep control on their inventory
while leveraging additional sales.
The primary purpose of these technologies is to
automate direct sales. It brings maximum flexibility
and operational efficiency, enabling publishers and
media buyers to save time and money. Programmatic
TV advertising on addressable platforms is still a
futures market in Europe. In practice, the operators
of addressable platforms such as Sky can ensure that
all the available targeting segments are viable, i.e.
sufficiently large to ensure that most campaigns are
able to deliver against the target volume of audience in
the agreed period.

Smart TVs and the broadcaster-led model
As mentioned previously, most TV sets sold in several
European markets are now Smart TVs, connected to the
internet via home broadband. This is rapidly increasing the
addressability of linear TV inventory as well as providing
new distribution channels for broadcaster OTT services.
TV manufacturers seek to innovate to drive sales and
have been open to collaborating with broadcasters on
many areas to develop advertising solutions for the new
connected screens. The result is the HbbTV standard,
which allows broadcast streams to be supplemented
with content delivered over the internet protocol, as well
as broadcaster access to device-based return path data.
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Whereas broadcaster OTT services must compete with
online video platforms on the app stores of Smart TVs,
HbbTV user interfaces are tied to broadcast streams and
thus only available to broadcasters. Thus, broadcasters can
benefit directly from addressable TV ads, without ceding
any control to platform operators.
The current HbbTV 1 standard only allows for banner
overlays, which are faster to load and less sensitive to
timely buffering. The largest deployments are currently
in Germany, but the ad units are still usually banners or
ad pages accessed by pressing the red button. However,
during interviews we heard estimates that within two years
HbbTV 2.0 will enable broadband-delivered ads to replace
a linear broadcast stream, with a transition time of just
a few individual frames. Pending built-in hardware and
firmware support from TV manufacturers, this will enable
similar levels of dynamic ad insertion as is now becoming
possible on set-top boxes.
For the purposes of addressability, HbbTV 2.0 supports
cookies, device IDs and IP addresses, allowing content
providers to collect detailed return path data and connect it
to user profiles. Importantly for multi-screen identification,
the standard supports linking TV content consumption
with smart-phone apps using technology similar to Google
Chromecast and Amazon FireTV. Some Smart TVs can
already in fact recognise more of the content that is
played on the TV than set-top boxes – for example games
played on consoles or OTT content consumed on services
such as Netflix. Moreover, the new technology will fully
support HTML5, which is bound to improve the look, feel
and usability of the current crop of somewhat clunky
broadcaster user interfaces.

	We do see the same trends as in other
countries, in that programmatic in digital
is now moving from remnant inventory to
normal and premium inventory. We are
starting to sell our premium video inventory in
a programmatic way including all the different
deal types: guaranteed, preferred, auctions and
so on. And we also want to make Addressable
TV programmatically bookable as part of
our SwitchIn product for HbbTV. All this is
happening, but it will take a few years before it
can be done for all TV sets.
- Dr. Jens Mittnacht, Managing Director
SevenOne Media GmbH / CEO AdTech Solutions GmbH
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As a standard, the development of HbbTV is slowed
down by the need to compromise between the needs
of the various stakeholders, in contrast to custom-built
platforms like Sky AdSmart. Moreover, many of the
new features require hardware support, meaning that
online updates are not enough for deployment over the
existing installed base. HbbTV 2.0 devices are only now
being made available to consumers, meaning that the
addressable audience starts from scratch.

Broadcaster OTT
This category applies to all broadcaster OTT content, such
as VOD, linear online streams, short form video etc. These
types of inventory represent a still small but fast growing
proportion of broadcaster ad sales.
OTT content is by definition delivered online (whether
on mobile, desktop or connected TV), meaning that
there are few infrastructure constraints on the use of
programmatic advertising platforms. Broadcasters are
therefore able to choose a mix of advertising models
for online video inventory, combining direct sales,
Automated Guaranteed, Unreserved Fixed Rate and
Invitation-Only Auction. However, RTB models are very
rare, both for commercial reasons and the fact that
few broadcaster OTT services collect sufficient online
identity data to attract highest bidders.
Fig 7: A
 broadcaster solution for programmatic
premium online video
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However, broadcaster online video inventory is at
the top end of the fast growing online video market,
and is typically better integrated with panel-based
measurement solutions than other types of online
video – this makes coordinated buys of linear TV and
online video easier. Especially in the less advanced
European video advertising markets, broadcaster
online video is still largely sold bundled with linear
TV inventory, extending audience reach and ad
frequency. The main selling point is the perceived
premium of broadcaster content – audience quality is
implied but often not demonstrated. Moreover, while
combined measures of TV and online video viewing
are in several markets able to measure combined
viewing time for broadcaster content, it is typically not
possible to de-duplicate audience numbers (ensuring
that the total count of viewers does not double count
those who view content on both screens).
In contrast, the more advanced online markets
such as the UK, Netherlands and Sweden are seeing
growing demand from the buy side to add more
flexible targeting, measurement and transaction
model options. Moreover, as online video becomes
a larger part of overall broadcaster ad sales (in the
UK, France and Germany, online video represents
little over 3% of broadcaster ad revenue), the need for
sophisticated yield management strategies increases. In
the advanced Swedish market, online video is predicted
to represent as much as 20% of commercial broadcaster
revenue this year (including TV everywhere subscriptions)
5
while traditional TV advertising revenues are in decline .
This is not solely due to the premium content
proposition of the broadcasters: in a competitive
market, the video platforms of the Swedish
broadcasters have been open to experimenting with
programmatic transaction models and have worked
for years to build their first-party audience data.
Across the markets we studied, a mix of programmatic
models for OTT inventory could help broadcasters
capture €120-150m of the up to €900m in additional
annual online video ad revenue by 2018. This is assuming
that broadcaster online video retains its current share
of the fast growing online video advertising market.
For broadcasters to reverse the current trend of losing
market share in in-stream video ad markets, developing
programmatic capabilities will be crucial: based on IHS
forecasts, we estimate that over 90% of video ad revenue
growth from 2015 to 2020 will be from programmatically
transacted video in the seven markets of this study.
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To balance the overall level of inventory risk,
manage relationships with buyers, and optimise
total inventory yield, online video publishers typically
use a mix of programmatic and direct transaction
types (see below for an example), and broadcasters in
markets like Sweden and the Netherlands are already
experimenting with both guaranteed and auctionbased programmatic models.
Like other premium publishers of online video,
broadcasters are preferring to build a private
marketplace model for programmatic sales, keeping
middlemen to the minimum and maintaining tight
control over first-party data. In keeping with the
concept of bridging addressable TV inventory and
online advertising, the first of these solutions are now
partnering with third party supply channels for online
display inventory. In this model, access to inventory
can be tightly controlled buyer by buyer, especially if
the broadcaster has a close relationship with (or even
an investment in) technology platforms which serve the
planning and inventory management needs as well as
their own as media sellers. As part of building a private
marketplace solution, good quality first-party data is
essential. Pay-TV providers with their subscriber profiles
have a strong head start, but some broadcasters like
Channel 4 in the UK and Swedish MTG have been
active in building profiles of signed-in users for years.

5
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To achieve the necessary scale in small markets,
broadcasters have invested in video ad networks
across a wide variety of online media properties and
coordinated ad sales regionally between the countries
they operate in. In the larger markets, broadcasters with
high online audience shares are betting that they have
sufficient scale to offer private marketplace solutions.
Both groups are limiting the types of inventory and data
available to open ad exchanges used by the agencies.
This lack of trust and aggregation stems from a mostly
well-founded scepticism the broadcasters have towards
the online advertising value chain in general – they want
the best of programmatic without some of the problems
(such as intermediaries inserting themselves too deep
into the value chain, and the resulting loss of control
over advertising yield and the consumer experience),
and are planning their solutions accordingly. This is part
of a broader trend where agencies, large advertisers
and media owners all seek to protect and maintain
exclusivity for their first-party data.
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CASE BOX: Operators and TV Everywhere
In the US, pay TV operators and internet service
providers have been active in promoting addressable
advertising and programmatic transaction models
for TV advertising, both on set-top boxes and through
OTT services, often branded TV Everywhere. These
companies are hungry for new revenue streams and
possess valuable first-party subscriber data which can
be used to add value to TV inventory. However, this
model has not taken off in Europe, with the exception
of Sky AdSmart and BT Sport.
Due to the nature of European TV content agreements,
only those pay-TV platforms which own content are
in position to sell advertising. Although operators are
increasingly offering TV Everywhere services for TV
streaming, the revenue model is generally restricted to
subscription payments.

Conclusion: What next for
programmatic TV in Europe?
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The potential and progress of programmatic models
in the above areas varies by market. In some, like the
Netherlands, Sweden and the UK, broadcasters are
racing to meet advertisers’ new needs, but in others
like Italy and Turkey, the TV sellers feel little pressure
for change in the ad market. However, the current
disparities in the programmatic capabilities of European
broadcasters illustrates that to keep up with evolving
advertiser needs in a changing media environment, it
is necessary to move before the pressure for change
is urgent. Those European broadcasters, which years
ago saw what return path data could mean for TV,
already make a convincing practical case for TV as the
premium inventory at the top of the synchronised online
sales funnel.
Our conclusion is that in the long term, the TV sales
houses which follow this example will be the ones
to benefit the most from the advertising potential
of addressable TV and online video. But in countries
where the TV market still remains relatively unchanged,
lessons learned in programmatic deployments over the
next two to three years will be important for preparing
for the future direction of ad-funded TV.
The broadcasters investing the most in ad technology
envision a gradual shift from TV and online video as
largely separate markets to video as a combined and
versatile advertising environment, based on premium
content and robust audience data. Although the extent
to which this will happen and the time it will take are
still uncertain in the European markets, the direction
is clear. This calls for broadcasters to ensure that their
advertising infrastructure and teams are ready.
In practical terms, this means working towards an
advertising platform which can do comprehensive
yield management across content types and screens,
seamlessly combining different transaction types and
demand sources.
Moreover, to make full use of the possibilities of
addressable TV, broadcasters should continue working
with agencies and TV measurement bodies to adopt
multiple currencies for TV inventory – census-level data
from devices can be used to better understand how TV
advertising works and to demonstrate the value of TV in
new ways and for new advertisers.
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We found strong commitment to ensure that these
systems are compliant with European regulation
on TV advertising and the use of consumer data,
prioritising the experience of the consumer first and
foremost. This shows that programmatic models can
be deployed flexibly, without undermining the value
of TV, its relationship with the consumer, and existing
commercial practices unique to the medium. To the
contrary, developing these capabilities ensures that TV
as a medium can show its full adaptability as advertisers
are looking for new ways to reach their audiences.

	At Sky we are committed to enabling
advertisers and their agencies to transact
with us however they wish. We believe that
some advertisers will still want to buy broad
reaching campaigns in national spots and
programmes. However others will want
to buy data-enabled national campaigns,
addressable TV on a household-to-household
basis, targeted and addressable VoD and
IP streamed linear. In this world, a full
programmatic capability – whether that
be for automation or full system-to-system
integration – is required. So a real mix of
routes to market. The important thing to
note though is that regulatory compliance,
customer or viewer experience and protecting
the broadcaster’s data is paramount.
- Jamie West, Deputy Managing Director,
Sky Media UK & Group Director of Advanced
Advertising Sky PLC
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Ad decisioning

Occasions to See (OTS)

The process of determining which ad to show to which
connected device.
Addressability

Opportunity to see ads in a campaign. Total (target audience) OTS
of a television campaign is equivalent to the total number of (target
audience) impacts delivered by that campaign. Average OTS is
equivalent to average frequency.

The ability of a digital device to individually respond to a message sent
to many similar devices.

Open Auction

Addressable TV platforms

Sales model that allows all buyers to bid on ad impressions via an
ad exchange.

Systems which are able to target, deliver and measure TV ads to
individual households or small groups of households.

Over-the-top (OTT)

Technology solution that delivers ads to connected devices.

Content delivered over the internet. In the case if TV, this refers
films, series and short-form video on broadcaster apps and video
player sites.

Automated Guaranteed

Peoplemeter panel measurement

Sales model in which the buyer and seller agree in advance on the
volume and type of inventory purchased, with automated technology
making the RFP and trafficking processes more efficient.

Standardised measurement of TV audiences based on data from a
viewing panel, a representative sample of TV households.

Cost per mille (CPM)
The cost of one thousand commercial impacts for a target audience.

An auction based model where each impression (individual ad view) is
sold separately.

Demand-side platform (DSP)

Television Viewer Rating (TVR)

Technology platform that allows advertisers and agencies to manage
their purchases of advertising space on exchanges.

The measure of the popularity of a programme, daypart, commercial
break or advertisement by comparing its audience to the population
as a whole. One TVR is numerically equivalent to one per cent of a
target audience.

Ad server

Direct sales
Buying and selling of digital advertising based on one-time
agreements for a set volume of inventory and involving a mostly
manual workflow of agreements and trafficking into the ad server.

Real-Time Bidding

Unreserved Fixed Rate

Replacing ad spots in catch-up TV inventory or even the broadcast
stream with an ad which is delivered separately over the internet.

Sales model in which the buyer and seller agree in advance on the
price of certain inventory but the buyer is under no obligation to
purchase impressions and can decide on an impression by impression
basis. This model often gives a buyer (or group of buyers) preferential
access to inventory.

First-party data

Video on demand (VOD)

Dynamic ad insertion (DAI)

Data derived by a publisher about its users, for example, log-in data or
the history of viewing a particular section of its website.
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
New European regulation which will come into force in May 2018,
replacing the current Directive. It will be applicable in all member
states and supersedes existing national legislation.
Gross Rating Points (GRPs)
The quantity of commercial impressions. One rating point is
numerically equivalent to one per cent of the target audience.
HbbTV standard
Standard published by the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) allowing the simultaneous presentation of television
and internet content on the TV screen.
Invitation-Only Auction
Sales model in which sellers give preferred access to favoured buyers.
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Services which make programming available online for people
to catch up on or even watch live. If applicable, they typically
carry advertising.
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